
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

  

Historic Chapel of the Flowers Opens Remodeled Magnolia 
Chapel for Valentine Weddings in Las Vegas 

 
  

Elegant modern chapel on Las Vegas Strip features unique chandeliers, wall of crystals and 
contemporary leather settee pews. 

  
Las Vegas, Nevada (PRWEB) February 11, 2016  

Couples planning to celebrate their love with a wedding or vow renewal ceremony in 
Las Vegas this Valentine's Day weekend now have an elegant choice with a modern 
twist: the remodeled Magnolia Chapel at Chapel of the Flowers. Located on the world-
famous Strip for nearly six decades, Chapel of the Flowers hosted the first ceremony at 
the newly remodeled Magnolia venue this past weekend and today announced the one-
of-a-kind posh chapel is now open for affordably upscale services, just in time for the 
most romantic holiday of the year.  

The only freestanding wedding venue of its kind on the Las Vegas Strip, Chapel of the 
Flowers offers couples beautiful indoor and lush outdoor settings for ceremonies and 
professional photography sessions. The newly remodeled Magnolia Chapel features an 
ornate marble floor with a distinctive aisle, contemporary blush color leather settees, an 
entire wall with floor-to-ceiling crystals, custom altars handcrafted of mirrors, and 
Pinterest-worthy of multi-tier chandeliers with thousands of individual crystals. Cameras 
are discreetly placed in the chapel allowing for a live-stream of the ceremony on the 
internet for family and friends unable to travel to Las Vegas. 

Wedding, commitment ceremony and vow renewal packages for the Magnolia and other 
chapels at Chapel of the Flowers include professional wedding planners and 
coordinators, luxury limousine transportation, professional photography and 
videography and designer floral services. The Chapel employs a staff of 70 on-site 
employees to ensure that each couple is pampered and that guests receive exemplary 
service. The one acre venue with waterfalls, gardens, a gazebo and a crystal canopy 
consistently ranks as one of the top five destinations to see in Las Vegas, according to 
TripAdvisor.com.  

Chapel of the Flowers still has ceremony times available for Valentine's weekend in the 
Magnolia Chapel, and is also taking reservations for other indoor venues on the 
property. 

"We are elated to open up the remodeled Magnolia Chapel the week before Valentine's 
Day." said Donne Kerestic, CEO at Chapel of the Flowers. "The Magnolia's architecture 
features simple, streamlined details that has appealed to couples from around the world 
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for many years. Our in-house design team had the creative vision to update this intimate 
space and make it even more relevant to couples in love seeking modern design with 
brilliant touches of romance. The impressive marble work, artistic chandeliers, unique 
crystal wall and stylish sofas combine to make up one the most spectacular wedding 
venues you'll see in Vegas. What I'm also proud of is that the Magnolia allows couples 
in love to have their dream five-star Las Vegas wedding at a fraction of the cost of what 
they'd pay at one of the major hotel resorts on the Strip. We offer a luxurious, celebrity-
worthy chapel that is affordable to anyone who wants to make their commitment 
official."  

Other indoor settings at the Chapel of the Flowers, located at 1717 Las Vegas Blvd near 
the SLS and Stratosphere hotels, include Victorian Chapel with seating for up to 30 
guests and the Italian-influenced La Capella Chapel which seats up to 70 guests. Some 
of the most popular outdoor wedding venues in Las Vegas are also found at Chapel of 
the Flowers. The Glass Gardens, known for hand-blown glass flowers and a magnificent 
crystal chandelier, seats up to 70 guests, and the Gazebo, featuring crystal drops from 
the ceiling, is ideal for intimate services for up to 16 guests. 

Contact Chapel of the Flowers at 702-735-4331 to reserve your ceremony at Magnolia 
or one of the other award-winning chapels. You can also book your wedding or vow 
renewal ceremony at http://www.LittleChapel.com.  

About Chapel of the Flowers  
Founded in 1960, Chapel of the Flowers is Las Vegas' highest rated and largest full-
service wedding venue, providing traditional, modern and elegant Las Vegas weddings 
on the world-famous Strip. Nearly an acre of cobblestone-accented grounds and vibrant 
backdrops are designed to capture every picture-perfect moment of a Las Vegas 
wedding. Professional wedding planners ensure that every aspect of the wedding day is 
personal, easy and stress-free. Chapel of the Flowers' impeccable customer service 
assures the couple that all details of the wedding, including the ceremony, flowers, 
award-winning photography and reception venues will result in cherished memories for 
a lifetime. Chapel of the Flowers is honored to be one of the preferred venues in Las 
Vegas, the wedding capital of the world. 
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